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Wubba

Toys for
the love of
your dog

TM

Dog’s Best Friend

®

WUBBA for big dogs
Size 4” x 17”
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Purple

#19

Red Royal Blue

Black

Classic Mix

Purple #57
Red #10
Royal Blue #16

Black #46
Classic Mix #4

Water Wubba

Wubba Wubba

Play in the water or snow with
squeakless neoprene that floats
and dries fast in assorted
lemon, lime, orange.

Play everywhere with
tough ballistic nylon
in fun colors.

# 27

Unique
“There is something about
the unique Wubba shape
that appeals to dogs.”
- Just Labs Magazine

Night Wubba
Play at night with reflector
strips on ballistic nylon.
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Snugga Wubba

Wubba Warrior

Play indoors with squeakless
soft fleece in assorted
lime, orange, blueberry.

Train retrievers or just be cool
with ballistic nylon camouflage.

The ultimate
interactive
fetch toy

You don’t have to pick
up a slimy tennis ball,
you can play tug of war,
it’s easy to throw, it’s
easy to see where it
goes, it bounces all over,
it squeaks when your

dog picks it up, and
when your dog shakes
it back and forth,
the tails slap him or her
in the face which is
great fun – for a dog.

Say “Wubba Wubba”
when you play. It
means something
fun in dog.
Wubba Wubba!!

WUBBA JR for medium-sized dogs
Size 3-1/2”x 13”
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Classic Mix

#50

Classic Mix
Purple

Purple

#52
#58

Water Wubba Jr

Wubba Wubba Jr

Play in the water or snow with
squeakless neoprene that floats
and dries fast in assorted
lemon, lime, orange.

Play everywhere with
tough ballistic nylon
in fun colors.

Fun

Dogs Love Wubba

“My dog WILL NOT go
anywhere in our home
tonight without that new
Wubba Wubba in her mouth.
She's having a blast.

“My dog Stan swings it
around, konks himself in
the head, bounces it off the
floor etc. Stan thanks me
every day for it. Thanks for
making something
he doesn't just destroy!”

- Jeff
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- Connie
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Snugga Wubba Jr

Wubba Warrior Jr

Play indoors with squeakless
soft fleece in assorted
lime, orange, blueberry.

Train retrievers or just be cool
with ballistic nylon camouflage.

Durango Wubba Group
16014 Adelante St. Unit A
Irwindale, CA 91706

Order online at
www.WubbaWholesale.com

durango.wubba@mac.com
Phone: 626.633.0077
Fax: 626.633.0076
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Wubba

™

Wee WUBBA for little dogs
Size 2” x 8”
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Purple

#56

Red Royal Blue

Black

Classic Mix

Purple #59
Red #11
Royal Blue #17
Black #47
Classic Mix #5

Wee Water Wubba

Wee Wubba Wubba

Play in the water or snow with
squeakless neoprene that floats
and dries fast in assorted
lemon, lime, orange.

Play everywhere with
tough ballistic nylon
in fun colors.
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Puppy Love
“Since I got my boxer puppy
a Wubba, she is in love. It is
by far her favorite toy.”
- Amanda

Wee Night Wubba
Play at night with reflector
strips on ballistic nylon.
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Spring collection pink, blue, yellow #61
Lime, orange, blueberry mix #55

Wee Snugga Wubba

Wee Wubba Warrior

Play indoors with squeakless
soft fleece in the assorted Spring
Collection: pink, blue, yellow; or
assorted lime, orange, blueberry.

Train or just be cool with
ballistic nylon camouflage.

